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Trees are fascinating individuals.  I’ve gotten to know many rather well on my daily visits to our 
woods: the tulip poplar with the greatest circumference on the property; the hemlock seedlings 
dwarfed by their parent; the ironwood and hickory that for years grew with limbs entwined, but 
this year died together for unknown reasons. 
 
The lives of trees are inextricably linked.  They send messages about physical threats and 
coordinate information about seed production by releasing chemical signals.  Neighboring trees 
respond, affording all an increased chance of survival.   
 
Trees share resources rather than simply competing for them.  Delicate networks of fungal 
filaments stretch underground to carry carbon, water, and nutrients from where supplies are 
plentiful to where they are needed.  All of this communication and cooperation is surely 
unintentional and unknown to the participants, and yet, their interconnectedness benefits all.  
 
Scientists say a sapling that grows in a forest of diverse neighbors is likely be healthier and 
stronger than if it grows on its own in a field, or curiously, in a stand of trees of its same species 
only.  A diverse community is a healthier community.  Hmm...lessons from the forest.  
 
I like to imagine that we, too, are connected by an infinite number of invisible filaments, 
impossible to remove or destroy.  We, too, need others, and not only those who seem most like 
us.  This past year we have experienced painful divisions and disagreements, and a virus has 
further kept us apart.  To preserve lives, we have needed to isolate.  The journey has not been 
easy, but it has revealed just how connected we really are.  For better or for worse, we breathe 
the same air.  
 
So, moving forward, I hope to be more conscious of our unseen connections, more appreciative 
of the support I receive from others, and more attentive to the needs around me.  In recent 
months, so many friends and neighbors have suffered immeasurable loss and loneliness, and 
that pain deeply affects us all.  I am grateful for the bonds that join us, and for the awakening of 
a new imperative to strengthen them.  
 

Trees live in cooperative community by nature.  I must choose to suppress that which would 
harm, and attempt instead, in an attitude of humility, to listen, respond with compassion, and 
honor the uniqueness of human expression.  How to begin?  I’m not quite sure.  But to the best 
of our ability, “Beloved, let us love one another.” Amen. 

 


